Ku-Ni-Eh Lodge Members,
My name is Rebecca
Specht and I am your 2022
NOAC (National Order of
the Arrow Conference)
contingent leader!
NOAC 2022 is going to be held at the
University of Tennessee in Knoxville
(UTK)! While you may have seen me
on staff at Cub World and Camp
Friedlander since 2017, I am also a
student at UTK studying mechanical
engineering and environmental
sustainability. Knoxville is a beautiful
city and perfectly located only an
hour from the Great Smokey
Mountains National Park, which I
hike or camp in at least once a
month during the school year.
I would like to personally invite all
OA members to seriously consider
coming to NOAC 2022 with me. Going
to NOAC will strengthen you as a
leader within scouting and allow you
to meet thousands of fellow honor
campers to network with. At NOAC,
you can learn about innovative
leadership ideas, attend fellowship
events, see inspirational shows, and
go to many other programs.
Yours in Scouting,
Rebecca Specht

One of the statues of Smokey, the University of
Tennessee's Bluetick Coonhound mascot.
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Registration
closes
MAY 15TH!
!!!
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zkangas@gmail.com

KU-NI-EH LODGE
CONTINGENT GOING TO
NOAC 2022!!!!
NOAC is a great way to learn more
about the Order of the Arrow, learn
about opportunities that exist in the
OA, meet Arrowmen from across
the country, and have a great time!
There will be leadership trainings
and fellowship events as well as
patch swapping and group trips
through Knoxville.

GOALS

Nightly Arena Shows
OA Bead Work
Competitions
OA Museum
Trade Patches

COST AND
REGISTRATION
To register, go to https://ku-nieh.org/national-order-of-thearrow-conference/ and sign up
on the Dan Beard calendar.
The cost is $650, and includes:
housing
meals
transportation
nightly arena shows
NOAC programs
contingent swag
(Inc. pocket/flap patch
set, swap patch set, t-shirt)

